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Abstract
Instruments for assessing secondary students’ conceptual understanding of core concepts in
biology are needed by educational practitioners and researchers alike. Most instruments available
for secondary biology (years 9 to 12) focus only on highly specific biological concepts instead of
multiple core concepts. This study describes the development of a 25-item instrument designed
to fill this gap, the High School Biology Concept Inventory (HS-BCI). The HS-BCI not only assesses
student knowledge of key biological concepts but also alternative conceptions. Using Rasch
theory, the initial instrument was constructed from a pool of 61 instrument items using test results
from 1015 students. The final 25-item instrument was validated with 1955 students. The results
provide reliability and validity evidence for the HS-BCI. The findings suggest that it can be utilized
to assess both conceptual knowledge and alternative conceptions.
Keywords: alternative conceptions, biology, concept inventories, instrument construction, Rasch

INTRODUCTION
There is a long history of utilizing different
instrumentation to measure student traits or concepts in
science education such as the Force Concept Inventory
(Hestenes et al., 1992), the Science Interest Survey (Lamb
et al., 2012) and the Scientific Reasoning Progress Tool
(Abate et al., 2020). In this paper, the development of the
High School Biology Concept Inventory (HS-BCI) for
students aged 14 to 19 years is presented. The HS-BCI
was developed to provide “measures” of high school
students’ biology understanding beyond those which
are provided by existing instrumentation. The HS-BCI
incorporates key concepts of high school and middle
school (ages 11- 13)) biology courses as well as the
developmental progression of these concepts as detailed
in multiple standards (e.g., KMK, 2005; NGSS Lead
States, 2013). In addition, the HS-BCI is designed to
connect to the core concepts in entry-level college or
university biology courses (Brewer & Smith, 2011) to
determine student growth over multiple years. The

assessment item choices were generated from alternative
conceptions research to allow teachers and researchers
to assess the conceptions held by their students and/or
participants. Thus, this paper is of use to both teachers
and educational researchers, and the instrument
development procedures detailed here can be used by
researchers in all domains.
For quasi-experimental studies testing the
effectiveness of high school curriculum interventions, it
is important to have measurement instruments that
provide reliable and valid measures. A critical
component of such robust instruments is the need to take
into consideration student alternative conceptions when
the items are designed in order to be able to determine
students’ conceptual stances and how they change over
the course of instruction (Klymkowsky & Garvin-Doxas,
2020). However, while there have been several such
assessments developed for college-level biology, few
target high school-level biology students and their
general preconceptions.
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There is a need for a secondary level biology concept inventory which covers the major core concepts
included in introductory biology courses in order to allow for pre and post assessments for an entire year
long course.
There is a need for valid and reliable concept inventories that allow researchers and practitioners to
determine the alternative biological conceptions held by secondary students over a single year as well as
across multiple educational levels.
There is a continued need to demonstrate how one can develop concept inventories using Rasch analysis.

CONCEPTUAL BIOLOGY INSTRUMENTS
– AN OVERVIEW
College/University-level Biology Instruments
While several college-level biology assessments exist,
most focus on specific concepts such as natural selection,
or osmosis. Of course, this is not surprising since the
topics of college-level biology instrumentation may align
well with the curriculum of many college-level biology
classes as many target a limited number of concepts.
Below is an overview of instruments developed in the
last 20 years.
Many college-level instruments target the specific
concepts of evolution and focus exclusively on
alternative
conceptions,
contextual
reasoning,
evolutionary processes, or genetic drift (e.g., Anderson,
et al., 2002; Kalinowski et al., 2016; Nadelson &
Southerland, 2009; Price et al., 2014). Others are available
for targeted concepts such as genetics (e.g., Todd &
Romaine, 2016), cell biology (Shi et al., 2010), meiosis
(Kalas et al., 2013), diffusion, and osmosis (Fisher et al.,
2011) or statistical reasoning in biology (Deane et al.,
2016). Todd and Romaine (2016) was unique in that it
focused on learning progressions, was adapted based on
a previously developed high school instrument (Todd et
al., 2017), and targeted the genetic concepts focused on
in Vision and Change (Brewer & Smith, 2011).
Only one college-level instrument, the 30-item
multiple-choice (MC) Biology Concept Inventory
attempts to assess the course content presented in
introductory college biology (Klymkowsky et al., 2010).
However, its primary focus is on randomness, process,
and structure. Other recent instruments have been
developed to focus on only specific core concepts in
college general biology but not the key concepts for the
entire course (Cary et al., 2019; Couch et al., 2019).
In summary, instruments for college-level
populations, mostly focus on targeted concepts.
Typically, these instruments were developed through
the use of college student interviews, expert panel
reviews, and some level of psychometric analysis. Thus,
they have limited use in assessing changes in high school
students’ conceptual understanding.
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High School Level Biology Instruments
Fewer instruments exist for high school biology and
those that are available only target limited topics. Many
are two-tiered instruments. Two-tier questions first
examine student content knowledge in a first-tier and
then assess the reasoning used in a second-tier (Treagust,
1986). Examples of these types of instruments include a
13 two-tiered item assessment for photosynthesis &
respiration (Haslam & Treagust, 1987); a 13 two-tiered
item assessment on flowering plants (Lin, 2004); a 12
two-tiered item assessment on breathing and gas
exchange (Treagust & Mann, 1998) and a 25 two-tiered
item assessment called the Internal Transport and the
Human Circulatory System (Wang, 2004). Wang’s (2004)
assessment is unique in that it was developed for three
specific grade bands (i.e., primary, middle, and high
school level). This could allow for cross-grade band
studies on these topics.
Other assessments for this level targeted specific
genetic concepts. For example, Todd, et al., (2017)
developed the 34 MC items Learning Progression-Based
Assessment of Modern Genetics while Tsui and Treagust
(2010) constructed a two-tiered 13-item assessment
focused on both Mendelian and molecular concepts. The
Learning Progression-Based Assessment of Modern
Genetics (Todd et al., 2017) and its college-level
adaptation (Todd & Romine, 2016) are the only
instruments that could allow for studies linking high
school and undergraduate biology conceptual
development.
Limitations of Current Instruments
After reviewing these biology instruments, we
determined that most appeared to have either a narrow
conceptual focus or only targeted college-age students
(e.g., Anderson et al., 2002; Todd et al., 2017). The only
conceptual instrument designed to cover a broad
conceptual range was constructed for college-age
students (Klymkowsky et al., 2010).
These limitations can be problematic for researchers
and instructors who wish to focus on year-long high
school biology implementations. High school teachers
have limited time and may not be able to administer an
extended formative assessment instrument for every
topic covered. Thus, a single instrument that covers the
core concepts in an introductory course could allow for
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teachers to be able to determine the alternative
conceptions held by their students across multiple topics
using a single instrument thus saving precious time for
needed mean-making activities. In addition, due to the
lack of appropriate high school instrumentation, biology
education researchers attempting to evaluate different
instructional pedagogies in biology at this level either
use self-developed instruments (e.g., Adeoye &
Abimbola, 2016; Pugh et al., 2014) or focus on qualitative
assessments (e.g., Cavalho et al., 2018; Hogan, 2000). It is
sometimes unclear if these self-developed instruments
undergo extensive validity or reliability evaluation
which can lead to their conclusions possibly being
questioned. Another issue with self-developed
instruments is that they are often only useful for a single
evaluation (i.e., the assessment is specific to a single class
at a single institution). This lack of common metrics
hinders researchers, grantors, and practitioners as it is
not possible to compare student abilities across multiple
studies and contexts. The need for common instruments
was recognized by the National Science Foundation
(NSF) in the USA when they funded a compendium that
listed science research instruments available for K-12
grade levels (Minner et al., 2012). While this
compendium lists some biology concept tests that are
knowledge-based, there are no concept assessments
listed that include a focus on students’ preconceptions.
In addition, there are no instruments that are based upon
the core concepts and developmental progressions
suggested by national-level standards documents such
as the Next Generation Science Standards in the USA
(NGSS Lead States, 2013).
In conclusion, while there are a range of instruments
to assess concept development for the field of biology
education the majority of them have been developed
specifically for college-age students and lack a broad
conceptual focus in biology. This paper details the
development and measurement properties of a biology
instrument designed to help alleviate these limitations as
it was designed not only for high school level students,
but also to assess the major alternative conceptions held
by students across the core biological concepts and to be
available for researchers as a common metric.

RESEARCH GOALS
1) Design a High School – Biology Concept
Inventory (HS-BCI) to provide measures of high
school students’ conceptual knowledge across
yearlong courses that a) is easy to administer, b)
focuses on broad core concepts suggested by
national standards, and c) uses alternative
conception research to guide item construction.
2) Evaluate the measurement properties of the HSBCI.

INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT
The following sections detail the development
process. The sections include both the development of
the item pool as well as the final item selection. An
overview of the instrument development and
psychometric analysis for the HS-BCI is provided in the
flow chart in Figure 1.
Instrument Content and Item Structure
The content and item structure of the HS-BCI was
informed by high school biology teachers. Teachers were
asked what type of assessment structure and content
they would find most useful. A panel of high school
biology teachers, science education researchers, and
biology experts (N=8) engaged in a series of meetings
that focused on the most appropriate content and
structure. This panel requested an instrument that
would 1) be short, (i.e., administration of 30 to 40
minutes); 2) be easy to score, and 3) provide an overview
of students’ conceptual knowledge as defined by
national standards as well as their alternative
conceptions.
Item Content, Development, and Revision
Firstly, it is critical to determine the trait that is to be
measured in an instrument. It is only if the items
comprise one overall trait, that respondent measures can
be confidently computed and have meaning (Wright &
Stone, 1979). Indeed there are many numerous biology
concepts covered in any one year biology course.
However, the core concepts in biology can be considered
to be interconnected. For that reason, 5 core high school
biology concepts suggested not only by expert panelists
but also described in national standards (e.g., NGSS
Lead States, 2013) were chosen to guide the test item
content. These 5 core biological concepts are routinely
the focus of introductory biology classes. Each concept
was associated with an essential question to guide item
development (see Table 1). Our view was that the core
concepts together define a single variable.
A total of 61 MC questions were developed,
reviewed, and revised. Each question focused on
concepts that covered a range of understanding
progressing from concepts covered in middle school to
that in undergraduate (UG) college biology classes. The
item development phase included: 1) a review of student
alternative biology conception research, 2) convening of
two expert panels (Liu, 2010; Schmeiser & Welch, 2006),
3) conducting interviews with college and high school
biology students, and 4) collecting data using a high
school student questionnaire to evaluate potential
instrument items.

3) Utilize the HS-BCI to study a sample of students
enrolled in different levels of high school biology.
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Figure 1. Instrument development flowchart (starting with the review of alternative concepts (#1) and finishing with the
final instrument (#10))
Table 1. Assessment essential questions associated with the core concepts
Core Concepts (CC) in HS-BCI
Core Concept 1 (CC1). Evolution and diversity
Core Concept 2 (CC2). Population interactions

Essential Questions
How and why do populations change over time?
How and why do populations in a system interact with other populations
over time?
Core Concept 3 (CC3). Growth and reproduction How is information preserved during reproduction while still producing the
variation observed in life?
Core Concept 4 (CC4). Inheritance
How are traits passed from parents to offspring?
Core Concept 5 (CC5). Energy and matter
How and why do energy and matter transfer within and across systems?

Figure 2. HS-BCI item with its associated table connecting identified alternative conceptions and answer choices

To demonstrate item development, exemplars are
provided in this section. Twelve potential instrument
items were developed for CC2. Although each of those
items was unique, each addressed the essential question
4 / 15

and covered the developmental progression expected
from middle school through high school and the UG
college level. Figure 2 highlights how each distractor of
an item is linked to an identified alternative conception
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Figure 3. Initial HS-BCI question identified for revision by expert review panels

Figure 4. Instrument item used in high school student interviews

that was obtained from either biology research, expert
panel suggestions, or student interviews.
The initial item pool was reviewed by 2 expert panels.
One panel was composed of 5 faculty and staff in biology
from three different universities. A second panel was
composed of 8 high school biology teachers. The teachers
taught at a mix of public and private schools throughout
the United States. All panel members were asked to
review the questions concerning factual accuracy,
diagrammatic accuracy, whether distractors addressed
the relevant alternative conceptions, readability, cultural
bias, and age appropriateness.
Subsequently, the item in Figure 3 was identified for
revision by both panels. This item is composed of three
incorrect alternative answers. For example, if a student
selects distractor C, then the student could have the
alternative conception that sexual reproduction only
occurs in animals but not in plants (Berthelsen, 1999).
The consensus of the panels was that the item
exhibited a lack of precise phrasing. For example, a high
school expert member wrote, “What about plants…like
spider plants sending out shoots, but also forming
seeds”. Furthermore, a biology panel member wrote,
“Depending on the type, some plants may be able to do
both”. These comments revealed that the use of ‘or’ in
the intended correct answer (option B) might direct
students towards thinking that a plant species can only

employ a single reproductive strategy. A second biology
expert member suggested the following modification to
the item: “eliminate ‘or’ and put ‘and’ in answer choice
B because you are asking about plants in general”.
Therefore, choice B was modified as suggested.
Stammen et al. (2016) explains in detail the validation of
the HS-BCI as a result of the panel review process.
Fourteen of the 61 items were identified by the expert
panels as needing revision. 7 items were removed from
the potential item pool, and 7 items were retained but
revised.
A series of think-aloud interviews were performed to
determine if the remaining questions and their answer
choices made sense to students. The first interviews were
conducted with 7 university students from a large public
university in the midwest of the USA. Each student was
asked to explain their understanding of all remaining
questions and answer choices, as well as figures and
tables presented. Nine items were edited, and one item
was removed leaving a total of 53 potential items.
Next, a sample of 8 high school students attending a
suburban midwestern high school was interviewed.
Students were asked to explain their understanding of
questions, answer choices, and item figures and tables
through the use of a think-aloud interview. Nineteen
items were edited. One item was removed from the pool
leaving 52 items in the item bank. Figure 4 is an item that
was modified based on high school interviews.
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Figure 5. Test item edits made to Figure 4 after high school student interviews. Edits are italicized

During high school think-aloud interviews, students
commented that the new predator needed to be
described and suggested birds, snakes, wolves, or a large
cat (but not a house cat). These comments suggested that
the item needed to include specific details concerning the
new predator. The question was modified to include a
description of how the newly introduced predator
moves in the island’s dense grass (see Figure 5).
A final step in the process consisted of a
questionnaire given to 73 high school students attending
rural and suburban schools in the midwest of the USA.
Students were asked to explain in writing their
understanding of each items’ vocabulary terms and
figures. Students were asked to underline any
vocabulary that they did not understand, (Liu, 2010;
Schmeiser & Welch, 2006). For example, all students
indicated that they were not familiar with the term
‘biomass’. An edit to this test item was made such that
the word ‘biomass’ was changed to the phrase ‘total
mass of the organisms’. A total of 9 items were modified
based on the student questionnaire results.
Final Pilot Item Pool
A total of nine items were removed from the item
pool. Five of the nine items removed concerned the topic
of “inheritance”. One reason for the removal of several
inheritance items was related to difficult scientific
terminology such “trait, and recessive”. Finding
alternative terms or representations for these concepts
proved difficult. To ensure an adequate number of
6 / 15

inheritance items for potential inclusion in the final
instrument, an additional item was developed and
reviewed by three biology experts (one high school
teacher and two university faculty), so that the final pool
of inheritance items totaled 6. The final item bank
included 53 items.
Psychometric Analysis of the Item Bank. To
evaluate the measurement functioning of the instrument
items, Rasch analysis was utilized (e.g., Boone et al.,
2014a; Wright & Stone, 1979). Rasch analysis takes into
consideration that raw scores are not linear, that
instrument items have differing degrees of difficulty,
that for an instrument to provide meaningful
“measures” one trait must be measured with a set of
instrument items, and evidence must be reviewed
concerning the functioning of items to define a single
trait. Rasch techniques have been used in a wide range
of research fields (e.g., science education (Ding, 2014;
Yang et al., 2018) math education (Chan et al., 2014), and
medical research (Young et al., 2018)). However, Rasch
has rarely been utilized to validate high school biologyfocused instruments - only one out of six existing high
school biology instruments appear to have used Rasch
techniques (Todd et al., 2017). In addition, Rasch has
been used to validate only a handful of college biology
instruments (e.g., Deane et al., 2016; Price et al., 2014;
Todd & Romaine, 2016). This underutilization of Rasch
could be caused by a lack of knowledge of Rasch and its
benefits to instrument development especially in its
ability to take into consideration that all instrument
items are not equal in terms of difficulty.
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Table 2. Number of questions per core concept
Core Concept Name
Evolution and Diversity
Population Interactions
Growth and Reproduction
Inheritance
Energy and Matter

Core Concept Number
CC1
CC2
CC3
CC4
CC5

This section provides an overview of the central
analysis steps which were utilized to evaluate the item
pool, the results of the analysis, and how the item pool
was used to create two different instrument test forms.
Using two test forms allowed for all 53 items to be fieldtested without the risk of test fatigue. Student responses
from both forms were collated, and data were analyzed
using Rasch analysis to develop a final form of the
instrument.
A Form A and Form B of the test were constructed
with 16 common items. These common items served as
“anchor items” which allowed all 53 items to be
calibrated or distributed on the same unidimensional
logit scale. The linking items amounted to about 47
percent, exceeding the 20 percent suggested by Liu
(2010). Anchor items were selected based upon core
concepts as well as predicted item difficulty. The two
forms were balanced for number of questions per core
concept.
The test forms were administered at the end of the
school year to 1015 first-year biology students (i.e.,
students who were enrolled in their first high school
biology class, typically 15 to 16 years of age) who
attended 5 schools in three regions (i.e., midwest,
southwest & southeast) of the United States. Teachers
located at the school sites administered the tests,
collected answer sheets, and mailed them back to the
research team. Each student was given one class period,
or about 40-45 minutes, to complete the assessment
without the use of external support material.
The data were evaluated using Rasch techniques in a
single linking analysis using the program Winsteps
(Linacre, 2018). A central step to the analysis was first the
identification of potentially problematic instrument
items using Rasch Fit statistics (Boone et al., 2014). Rasch
fit statistics such as MNSQ Outfit are commonly used to
identify items that may not measure the same trait as the
majority of items. In total, 12 of the 53 instrument items
were identified as items that might not contribute to the
optimal measurement. This decision was based, in part,
upon the outfit Mean Square (MNSQ) Statistics.
Common reasons for such instrument items not
optimally functioning can be 1) high ability students
missed low difficulty level questions, 2) low ability
students correctly answered high difficulty level
questions, and 3) items measuring a different trait than
the majority of test items. Such items should be excluded
from the final instrument. Additional techniques such as
Principal Component Analysis of Residuals (PCAR,

Number of Questions
5
5
5
4
6

Gray et al., 2014) and step ordering (Lincare, 2001) were
conducted to further investigate the functioning of the 53
pilot items.
Selection of Items for Final Version of HS-BCI.
After the elimination of 12 items, item measures were
computed for those remaining. Three members of the
research team reviewed the distribution of items and
selected 25 that spanned a range of item difficulty. The
goal of this selection process was to identify items that
marked different regions of the trait such that there were
several items of high and low difficulty range. The
reasoning for this range choice was that these items
could be used as anchoring items for the future
development of instruments at both the middle school
and college levels. An additional consideration was to
select a range of difficulty across items that spanned each
of the core ideas. Table 2 shows the distribution of the
final 25 instrument items.

PSYCHOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF FINAL
VERSION OF THE INSTRUMENT
Following the selection of the final 25 items, the
readability of the instrument was calculated using the
Flesch-Kincaid Reading Level test. The instrument was
assessed to be suitable for students at the 6th grade
reading level. Next, data were collected from a new
sample of 1,925 students attending 21 schools from 14
school districts located in the midwest of the USA. The
districts included urban, suburban, and rural areas (41,
46, and 13 percent, respectively). The students taking the
test were experiencing their first year of biology, both
regular and honor students, as well as those taking a
second advanced year of biology. The honors students
were considered to be higher achieving than the regular
students. Table 3 provides a summary of the student
data. During this data collection teachers administered
the tests. Each student was given one class period, or
about 40-45 minutes, to complete the assessment without
the use of external assistance of any kind. Following the
data collection, a Rasch analysis was conducted to
evaluate the measurement functioning of the
instrument.
Rasch Analysis of the Final 25 Item HS-BCI
The Rasch analysis entailed the analysis of the
instrument’s dimensionality, item, and person
reliability, step ordering, Wright map, construct validity,
and predictive validity.
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Table 3. Summary data as a function of the type of biology class
Biology Class Level
Number of students
Regular (First year)
1485
Honors (First year)
345
Second Year
125
Table 4. Step ordering exemplar (* denotes correct answer)
Item answer alternatives
Number of Respondents
A
217
B
464
C*
519
D
723
E
8
F
3

Dimensionality. An important aspect of evaluating
instrument functioning is to determine if the instrument
measures a single trait. Two commonly utilized
techniques are: 1) the fit of items and respondents
(Lincare, 2002) and 2) a PCAR analysis (Lincare, 1998). A
review of the items revealed a mean MNSQ Outfit of 1.03
and a mean MNSQ Infit of 1.00. All items exhibited an
MNSQ between 0.7 and 1.30. These ranges of item fit fall
within acceptable bounds (Boone et al., 2014).
A PCAR of residuals was also conducted. This
technique provides a second method to evaluate item
dimensionality. An eigenvalue of the first contrast below
2.0 provides evidence that the set of items for an
instrument defines a single trait (Linacre, 2018). For this
analysis, the eigenvalue of the first contrast was 1.67,
supporting the conclusion that the set of items defined a
single trait.
Item and Person Reliabilities. Analysis of the
collected data set revealed a Rasch item reliability of 1.00
and person reliability of 0.53. Rasch reliabilities vary
from a low of 0.00 to a high of 1.00, with a higher value
being considered better. Many factors can impact
reliability. Factors impacting person reliability include
not only the range of the person’s ability but also the
length of the test, the number of categories per item, and
the sample-item targeting but person reliability is largely
uninfluenced by model fit and sample size (Malec et al.,
2007; Moeini et al., 2016). The item reliability is
independent of test length and model fit but does
depend on the item difficulty range and sample size
(Malec et al., 2007). Malec et al. (2007) suggested a target
value of .80 or higher for person reliability and a target
value of .90 or higher for item reliability. However, this
standard for higher person reliabilities has come into
question for concept inventories (Taber, 2018). This will
be further discussed in the discussion section.
Step Ordering - Respondent Performance as a
Function of Item Answer Alternatives. An evaluation of
the performance of students as a function of their answer
choice was conducted. The average measure of
respondents who correctly answer a test item should be
greater than the average measure of respondents who do
not correctly answer. There was no occurrence of a
8 / 15

Number of teachers
23
5
3
Average Person Measure (logits)
-1.12
-0.93
-0.54
-0.75
-1.06
-1.53

higher average student measure for the students who
selected an incorrect response than those who selected a
correct response. For this analysis, if 10 or fewer
respondents used a response category, then the response
category average was not utilized for the analysis of
average respondent performance as a function of item
answer alternatives. This was completed since when one
computes an average from 10 or smaller the average is
uncertain and can be impacted more greatly by outliers.
Table 4 presents an exemplar of this analysis for one of
the 25 instrument items. Notable is that the average
person measure of students selecting the correct answer,
option C (-0.54) is higher than the average of students
selecting any of the incorrect answers. This is the pattern
one would hope to observe in a well-functioning test.
In addition, the results in Table 4 also demonstrated
the need to have test alternatives tied to student
alternative conceptions. In this case, the majority of the
students have an alternative conception as shown by the
higher number of participants choosing the incorrect
option D (N=723). Thus, if known by the teacher they can
use this to design their lessons to scaffold students
towards the correct conception. This shows the need to
have distractors in the form of strongly held alternative
conceptions to tempt the respondents.
Using the Wright Map to Evaluate Item Placement,
Item Targeting, and Floor to Ceiling Effects. Wright
Maps are used to evaluate an instrument’s functioning
(e.g., Boone & Noltemeyer, 2017). Figure 6 presents the
Wright Map from the analysis of the HS-BCI. The right
side of the Wright Map presents the item difficulty.
Items plotted toward the top of the Wright Map are more
difficult items while those at the bottom are easier. The
left side of the Wright Map presents the person measures
of respondents. Those respondents plotted toward the
top of the Wright Map are those respondents who are
higher performing respondents while those at the
bottom are the lower performing students. The “M”
plotted on the item side of the Wright Map represents
the location of the average difficulty of all items. The
“M” plotted on the person side of the Wright Map
represents the location of the average person ability of
all respondents. The “S” marks one standard deviation
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Figure 6. Wright Map for the final 25 item instrument. Items are arranged by Rasch item difficulty on the right side of the
map (more difficult items toward the top of the map) and Rasch person ability on the left side of the map (higherperforming students at the top of the map). A mix of difficult items are presented to help measure the growth of students
in future versions of the instrument targeting older students

and the “T” marks two standard deviations for the
person measures.
A number of components of the Wright Map can be
reviewed to help assess the instrument’s measurement
functioning. One such component is the location of
instrument items along the continuum. For a wellfunctioning instrument, it is important to have
instrument items that mark different locations of the
trait. This means there should be limited regions of the
continuum where there are no items. A review reveals
that there is a very good distribution of marks along the
continuum; however, for this sample of students, the
Wright Map shows some instrument items above the
person measures of many sample respondents. For
example, Q19, Q25, Q14, Q8, and Q3 are some of the
items that were of high difficulty for respondents.

A second technique that is used to evaluate the
measurement functioning of an instrument is to evaluate
whether there is a good range of item difficulty to help
distinguish the performance of test-takers. In other
words, are items located near all respondents? The
Wright Map revealed that there are a range of items in
terms of item difficulty when compared to the location
of respondents.
A third technique is an appraisal of the ‘test
targeting” of an instrument. One method is comparing
the location of the mean “M” test item (0.00 logits) and
the mean “M” person ability (-0.79 logits). When the two
Ms are near each other, that provides a quick assessment
of good test item targeting because there are not too
many items that are too difficult for respondents, and
there are not too many items that are too easy for
respondents. A general rule of thumb is that there
9 / 15
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Figure 7. The least difficult question

Figure 8. The most difficult question on the HS-BCI

should be less than a 1.00 logit difference between the
average item and the average person (Finger et al., 2012).
For this study, this was the case. In many ways, the offset
of “M”‘s seen in the Wright Map reflects what has
already been mentioned, namely, there are more difficult
items than needed for this sample of respondents. The
selection of more difficult items was purposeful as the
HS-BCI was designed to be able to reach across levels
from beginning high school to second-year biology
students. Plus, the more difficult questions were needed
to link the HS-BCI to a future college undergraduate
biology assessment (UG-BCI).
When targeting is evaluated, another issue to explore
is the floor or ceiling effects observed. Velozo et al. (2006)
have used a criterion of no more than 5% of respondents
at the highest measure or lowest measure possible on an
instrument. For the HS-BCI less than 1% of the
respondents were located at the minimum or maximum
measure possible.
Using the Wright Map to Evaluate Construct
Validity. One technique by which the construct validity
evidence was evaluated involved an appraisal of the
item difficulty ordering shown on the Wright Map. If the
ordering matches that predicted from theory, this is
evidence supporting the assertion of the construct
validity of the instrument (Green et al., 2019). This
review was conducted using a team of 3 experts in the
field of biology education who compared the ordering of
the questions from high, middle to low difficulty. They
concluded that the instrument items did follow the
predicted ordering of difficulty across the entire
instrument. For comparison purposes, this discussion
will focus on the most and least difficult items.
When the least difficult items were compared, it was
found that they encompass concepts targeted in middle
school. For example, the easiest item (Q1) targeted
inheritance and variation of traits (see Figure 7). Middle
school standards include the use of Punnett squares and
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diagrams to model genetic variation in offspring (NGSS
Lead States, 2013). The second least difficult question
(Q10) focused on competitive interactions within
ecosystems. The ordering of this question also makes
sense since middle school standards require students to
predict outcomes based on interactions of biotic and
abiotic ecosystem components.
The most difficult question (Q19) targeted common
ancestry (see Figure 8). While this topic is taught at the
middle and high school levels it has been routinely
determined to be a very difficult concept for all grade
levels (e.g., AAAS 2061; Berti et al., 2017; Malone et al.,
2019; Seoh et al., 2016; Stammen, 2018). Examples from
these studies included the finding that students from
primary school to college usually believe that a
chimpanzee shares a common ancestor with humans
while plants do not. Thus, its placement as the most
challenging question in the HS-BCI is not surprising.
The other two most difficult questions dealt with
biomass (Q25) and energy transfer (Q14). One of these
questions asked students to determine where most of the
mass of a tree came from as it grew from a seed. This
type of biomass question has been determined to be
difficult at all educational levels (e.g., Marmaroti &
Galanopoulou, 2006; Mintzes et al., 2001). The energy
transfer question tests students’ ability to connect energy
transfer with food chains. While this concept is taught
from the lower to upper secondary levels in most
countries, students have been shown to have difficulty
connecting food chains with energy transfer and flow
through an ecosystem (e.g., Barman et al., 1995; Opitz et
al., 2017). In addition, energy concepts remain
problematic at the college level (Hartley et al., 2011;
Lazarowitz & Lieb, 2006). For example, Hartley et al.
(2011) found that the majority of undergraduate students
from introductory to upper-level biology courses
experienced difficulty tracing energy and matter flow in
systems. Given that these difficulties have been shown
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to be problematic for many years it seems to be a must
that teachers in the future are able to understand the
conceptions held by their students since these concepts
have proven so difficult to address.
Predictive Validity Evidence. A second type of
validity analysis is the evaluation of the predictive
nature of the instrument (Baghaei, 2008). Predictive
validity evidence was attained by determining whether
the ordering of person measures from low to high
performers, as revealed by the instrument, made sense.
The average person measures for each course were
computed and compared. This comparison was done
using a Welch ANOVA and a Games-Howell post hoc
test. It would be predicted that: 1) students in regular 1styear classes would have lower person measures than
students in honors 1st-year classes, and 2) that students
in 1st-year honors classes would have lower measures
than students of second-year classes. For this statistical
analysis, the Rasch person measures were rescaled to 0
to 1000 where 1000 represents the highest measure. The
pattern observed between the average group measures
was as predicted (F (2,1952) = 106.88, p<.01). The effect
sizes as measured with Cohen’s d showed a medium
effect between each grade level (0.5 and 0.7,
respectively).

DISCUSSION – RASCH ANALYSIS,
IMPLICATIONS, AND LIMITATIONS
The main goal of this study was to develop a valid
and reliable high school level biology concept inventory
that could be used as an assessment tool by teachers and
researchers, focused on broad concepts with item
construction grounded in alternative conception
research. The final HS-BCI is a 25-item MC instrument
that can be used to measure student alternative
conceptions, as well as assess instructional effectiveness.
The instrument avoids biological jargon while assessing
student conceptions using distractors based on common
alternative conceptions. In addition, the assessment only
takes one class period to administer. This assessment is
the first high school biology assessment that targets the
major alternative conceptions held by students within
the context of five core concepts that are included in the
developmental progressions outlined by multiple
standard documents (e.g., Brewer & Smith, 2011; KMK,
2005; NGSS Lead States, 2013). Having such an
instrument to collect student measures of core biological
concepts in a single instrument is a step forward for high
school biology education.
The second research goal was to evaluate the
measurement properties of the HS-BCI using Rasch
analysis. The use of Rasch analysis allowed a large
number of items to be piloted across two test forms.
Rasch item anchoring allowed the difficulty of items,
regardless of test form, to be compared on the same
single scale. This allowed the purposeful selection of

items for the single final test form. Rasch analysis also
provided linear person measures, which could then be
evaluated with parametric statistical tests. Furthermore,
Rasch analysis provided a wide variety of techniques to
access the functioning of the instrument. The instrument
has been shown to provide multiple forms of validity
evidence. The two expert panels supported the validity
of the instrument, the ordering of items by difficulty
matched experts’ predictions, and the measures of
different biology classes matched expected class
performance. A review of the fit of the instrument items
revealed mean MNSQs all within the bounds of
acceptability. From a PCAR perspective, the set of items
do not suggest more than one trait. The analysis of the
average measures of respondents to each answer choice
for each item revealed a pattern that would be expected
in a well-functioning instrument. The test item targeting
fell within the range that is acceptable and no floor to
ceiling effect was observed. The analysis revealed a
Rasch item reliability of 1.00, which is the highest value
an item can achieve. The only limitation of the HS-BCI is
the low person reliability score of 0.53. There could be
many factors impacting this person reliability value. A
number of more difficult items were included to link the
assessment to a future UG-BCI. This meant that these
items were not as helpful for the computation of the
majority of sample person measures as medium
difficulty items would have been. The assessment also
contains several very easy items that were included to
link it to a middle school instrument (MS-LSCI,
Stammen, 2018), such easy items did not contribute to
the sample person measure computations as well as
medium difficulty items would have. Having such very
easy and very hard items were important for future
linking to easier and harder versions of the instrument.
However, having included such easy and harder items
may have decreased the person reliability of the data we
collected as there were by design fewer middle difficulty
items. Other issues that can impact person reliability are
the sample ability variance (Linacre, 2018). If a wider
range of student ability had been observed a higher
person reliability might have been observed. Finally,
although our instrument exhibited good targeting, better
population targeting might have resulted in higher
person reliability (Linacre, 2018). This better targeting
would have been achieved through the inclusion of more
items in the difficulty range of approximately -.5 logits
to -1.5 logits. Such medium difficulty items are items
which are at a similar difficulty as that observed for the
students with measures around the average student
measure. It will be important to assess the person
reliability values over time. It is important to mention,
however, that high values of person reliabilities might
not be desirable when developing an instrument to
assess for biological conceptual understanding (Taber,
2018). Thus, the current person reliability values may be
sufficient for the goals of the HS-BCI.
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These instruments, MS-LSCI, HS-BCI, and UG-BCI,
will allow for tracking of common biology alternative
conceptions across a broad range of topics unlike
targeted assessments (Todd & Romaine, 2016; Todd et
al., 2017; Wang, 2004). As shown in the instrument
overview there are few instruments that can measure
shifts in student conceptual understanding across grade
levels such as from middle school to college. This paper
only located two possible candidates and they were only
developed for specific concepts (i.e., genetics and
internal transport) and thus were not comprehensive
across an entire course or year.
Finally, the HS-BCI was shown to be able to
distinguish student conceptions as predicted across
grades and biological course levels. In addition, the
assessment items demonstrated that student answer
selections mirrored other research in student alternative
conceptions. Therefore, the HS-BCI can be utilized to
determine how student conceptions shift within the year
for multiple biological courses as well as across grade
levels.
The development of this assessment has several
implications for practice and research. Currently, it is
difficult to assess how different curriculum programs
affect student conceptions since there is no common
assessment tool for this grade level. This instrument will
allow for these types of comparisons.
In addition, teachers now have an assessment that
they can use only twice a year to assess how their
changes in practice shift student knowledge over the
course of a single year of study. This ease of assessment
presentation, marking and analysis will greatly help to
encourage biology teachers to routinely assess the
effectiveness of their practice.
As in any study, there are of course some limitations.
While a very large sample of students provided data for
this study, this does not mean that if other students
provided data in the future that the item ordering would
be the same. In addition, as with any newly developed
instrument, there can be fine-tuning of items needed
over time.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
RESEARCH
This study has provided researchers and
practitioners with the ability to not only measure high
school students’ biological content knowledge but also
their major prior conceptions through the use of the HSBCI. The descriptions of the Rasch techniques used to not
only develop the instrument but also to evaluate its
functioning should provide researchers in all fields with
the initial knowledge base to consider utilizing Rasch
techniques to develop their own instruments. In
addition, there are a number of recent books that can
expand on the initial knowledge provided in this paper
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(Andrich & Marais, 2019; Boone & Staver, 2020; Boone et
al., 2014).
The HS-BCI allows for several avenues of future
research. Of course, one future venture would be to
assess the conceptual effectiveness of year-long
curricular innovations in biology. In addition,
combining this data with additional data allows us to
potentially develop a Rasch measure to raw score
conversion table. This would allow those using the HSBCI to compute Rasch measures of students without
conducting a Rasch analysis. This would be very helpful
to teachers. The use of linked biology concept
inventories across grade bands allows for multiple
longitudinal studies. The HS-BCI was the first step
towards the construction of three linked instruments, the
MS-LSCI (Stammen, 2018) and the future UG-BCI. This
set of instruments would allow for comparisons of
alternative conceptions across different grades as well as
aid curricular efforts that bridge grade levels. The work
presented here should help others utilize Rasch
techniques to develop new instruments for use in both
mathematics and science education.
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